Touch Screen Terminal

Terminal Features:

- 8 Definable Function Keys – Fully customizable for Job Costing, Labour Distribution or other operations
- Key Colour can be Defined – Label specific functions by colour; every key can be changed
- Compatible with External Readers – HID or Biometrics for additional level of authentication and security
- Compatible with Touch Screen or Keyboard and Mouse – enables less computer literate users to access the system
- Extra Large Display – with time, date, name and current process
- Definable Selection Lists
- Rings Bells
- Triggers Relays – Activate doors with Access Control
- 8 Definable Reports – Employee Time Sheet, Weekly Schedules, Payroll Summary, Labour Distribution Time Sheet, Year-to-Date Details Report, Scheduled vs. Actual Report, etc.
- Hours and Dollars Fields Definable – Doesn’t allow junk characters or incorrect entries
- Ability for custom screens, functions and transactions

System Requirements:

- Processor
  - Pentium 4 and greater
- Memory
  - 1GB RAM or greater
- Disk Space
  - 500MB
- Operating System
  - Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8
- Additional Items
  - Screen Resolution Minimum 1024 x 768, CD-ROM Drive, COM Port

Server:

- Processor
  - Pentium 4 and greater
- Memory
  - 1GB RAM or greater
- Disk Space
  - Minimum 500MB; Varies with System Configuration
- Network Operating System
- Network Bandwidth
  - 10/100 Mbps LAN (WAN/VPN configurations must use Terminal Server or Citrix)
- Additional Items
  - Screen Resolution Minimum 1024 x 768, CD-ROM Drive, COM Port

Flexible Solutions for your Time Recording Needs!

A simple interface with powerful calculations!

Our Point-of-Sale style Touch Screen Terminal is the perfect data collection device. It is totally customizable to your specifications, making it a powerful and scalable solution.
Intelligent Data Collection!

Our Touch Screen Terminal is a touch screen data collection device with powerful capabilities. Because this terminal was designed by the Enterprise Team for Enterprise Suite it has full integration and functionality with Time & Attendance, Job Costing, Labour Distribution, and Access Control. This also allows a high level of scalability and customization for any of your current or future need. As part of its advanced features, every function button is customizable; from the function it performs to its colour! If security is a high issue, an HID or biometric reader can be attached for additional authentication. The Touch Screen Terminal is another example of Enterprise Time Inc.’s commitment to industry leading technology.

Interactive Transactions!

With our pop up menu system and smart filtering, your employees can more efficiently enter any information into a localized device! The menus filter out the options that aren’t relevant according to previous selections and the operation’s status. There’s also an option for dollar and hours fields so only appropriate characters are imported into Enterprise Suite.

Employee Reports!

If defined, there are up to 8 unique reports that can be viewed and printed! The employee can choose the relevant pay periods to run the report. Reports include:

- Time Sheet
- Bi-weekly Time Sheet
- Payroll Summary
- Labour Time Sheet (Labour Distribution)
- Labour by Employee (Labour Distribution)
- Scheduled vs. Actual
- Year-to-Date Details
- Weekly Schedules

The above screens show the optional Job Costing integration. Up to 5 pop up menus can be used for entering Job information. (Job Number list on right) Similar pop up menus can also be used with the Labour Distribution Module. Using these screens the Job Cost/Labour Distribution information is automatically tracked and sent to Enterprise Suite where it can be edited or reported as per the module’s requirements.